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Yell Leaders
Practice sessions tor 3sill lead ere 39111 be held Jan. 7, 9 and
13 f
7 to 8 p.m. in PER296.
All Interehted students are
urged to attend, according PO
t’harlie Broan, head 3ell
leader.
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Student Council
Votes To Freeze
Athletic Monies

Students Decide
Success of AFT
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113 ISAIIEL DURON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Harambee" - "Let’s work together," drew applause and shouts
hrom 400 students and faculty
gathered at the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) infomiaLionel strilce meeting yesterday
in Morris Dailey Auditenitun.
According to Gordon Greb, asso*

*

*

Academic Council
Declines Support
Of Absence Rule
A motion which would have
served as an unquestionable reMike to the proposed American
Federation of Teachers (AFT)
eliike was tabled Monday by Academic Council.
The resolution, which council
refused to act upon, was in essence
no more than a statement of SUPport for a section of the state edueettion code. The code calls for
automatic resignation from state
service if an employee is absent
without leave for five consecutive
working days.
The motion was presented by
Roger Muzzy professor of music.
The local AFT has threatened
a strike if the Board of Trustees
refuses to negotiate with the San
Francisco State AFT chapter.
According to the resolution, a
discontinuance of teaching services
tb the college and students by public employees is illegal under Title
5, the constitution governing state
college operations.

date professor of journalism and
a member of the AFT executive
council, the Kenyan (Africa) motto
illustrates exactly what the AFT’
hopes to accomplish irt appealing
to the students.
NEED STUDENTS
"Our partial success depends on
active. student participation," said
Dr, David Newman, associate pmfessor of psychology, "and we’re
here to help you understand the
logic and necessity of the strike."
A constantly changing nucleus
of interested and curious students
and faculty heard the 12-man informational committee espouse
facts and philosophy.
Dr. John Galm, an AFT executive council member, explained
the AFT background in their attempts to negotiate in the past
with the Board of Trustees.
H emphasized the frustrations
of going through channels "till we
get to Reagan, then our progiams
get blue-penciled."
NO -REPRISAL CLAUSE
During the two-hour meeting,
studnts asked how they could help
the strike and if arty reprisals
were expected.
Dr. David Newman explained
that one of the strike demands included a "no-reprisal" claus.e for
both faculty arid students, "but
we’re all taking risks," he con,
eluded.
Informative departmental meetings of interested students and an
AFT member, pledge cards indicating the student’s willingness to
help and a student support petition are all part of the AFT strike
campaign. "We hope finally to inform the conununity and enlist
their support," said Dr. Newman.

Mayor Gives Support

"EVERYBODY’S GOT SOMETHING to hide
except me and my monkee?" A513 President
Dick Miner deacipanned
way through monkey
shines with a mechanical King Kong Tuesday
night at a New College banquet in his honor.
The wan look on Miner’s face attests to the campus official’s ready talent as an affer dinner
entertainer, not to the barbs of hostile critics.
New College students of Allen Hall gave the

dinner honoring Miner to widen their acquaintance with the AS13 official with the New College and introduce him to the all-residence hall
dining commons opened in November. But the
occasion was a fine opportunity for a festively
freaky costume party that was dominated by
Bolshevik revolutionary dress and, matched with
flamboyant endorsements of the "revolutionary
proletariat regime" of New College.

Yuletime Epidemic
’Flu’ Away Before
"The term is used loosely," said
Dr. Gray, who reported that many
of the illnesses am upper and intermediate respiratory diseases,
rather than the flu.
He said that flu symptoms are
aching and high fever, as well as
a sore throat if one has the Hong
Kong strain. However, many of
the "flu" cases reported are actually bronchitis and laryngitis.
Though the number of cases
right now are double of what is
ordinarily expected, Dr. Gray said
"this is not out of line with other
years," when the campus community has experienced one or two
periods of sub-epidemics.
He attributed these sub-epidemics to the new strains of flu or
disease which students pick up
when they go home for vacations.
"This Christmas vacation may
Campus
by
delivered
lengthiest
break the epidemic for u.s at SJS
Forward leader Jim McMasters, or re-introduce it so that it hits
preceded the mayor’s remarks.
heavier than before," Dr. Gray
stated.
WRITE LETTER:4
McMaster; encouraged students
to "take it upon yourselves to
write a letter to the state legislators explaining why you feel
we should have a university status at SJS."
He said he knew this veould
he a "little step," but if we all
take that step at once, we might
be able to accomplish our aim."
9
A university status would. be
Frees
desirable beemise it would answer Complied from Atesoclated
Though they have made an
initial invasion, the enemies have
not yet conquered SJS students.
According to Dr. T. D. Gray,
director of the Student Health
Service, the outbreak of the socalled Hong Kong flu is not unusual for the month of December,
and furthermore, many of the
cases are not actually Hong Kong
flu.

University Week at SJS
By KENYON JORDAN
Spartius Daily Staff Writer
Mayor Ron James yesterday
helped Campus Forward kick off
Its campaiim to make SJS a university by declaring this
"Uni-

versity Week" for the city.
He made this announcement to
150 Seventh Street listeners after
giving his "personal support" to
the campaign.
Speeches by three students, the

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

a number of SJS’ money problems, McMasters said.
It would bring in federal monies not available to state colleges
and "give us prestige in the community," he explained. The latter
development woukl make the pop((Lice more likely to vote for the
school bond it voted down in the
last election.
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’VIOLENT ASPECTS’

165

wails

hot

by Wayne Nicholls

SPEAKING IN FAVOR of making SJS a university, Bob Thomas
uses his index finger to make a point at yesterday’s. rally called
by Campus Forward. The rally, spiced by the honking appearance
of the Pi Kappa Alpha fire truck on Seventh Street, called for
students to write their congressmen.
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Professor Says

Today’s Weather

This would not happen "if we
allow the violent aspects on this
campus to take over," he said.
He did not say who are the "violent aspects." but McMasters
went on to say, "Making demands
and going on strike are not the
answers," an apparent reference
to the American Federation of
Teaehers, which has said It will
strike here Jan. 6.
MiNlasters said he was not
speaking for the "silent majority."
whose nebulous numbers he helped
organize, via a petition handed
Pres. Robert Clark, to stop t.he
pre-Thanksgiving student strike
efforts here.
"It. can’t he ’silent’ " he mapped,
"because we feel pretty verbal
about this issue."

Compiled from Associated Press
attempted
SAN MATEO An
raid by Black militants on the
College of San Mateo campus flopped yesterday as only two got
by the police guard. Warrants
were also issued yesterday for the
arrest of two more tutorial supervisors and three students charged
with participating in a riot during last week’s disturbances.
ApproximateMENLO PARK
ly 40 to 50 Black coeds went on a
rampage at Menlo-Atherton High
School, breaking windows, setting two small fires, and slightly
injuring several unidentified White
students.
SAN FRANCISCO ’The San
Francisco Examiner has reported
that Franklin H. Williams, a Black
former Bay Area civil rights leader, is being considered for the
permanent president of San Francisco State College.
A boycott of
LOS ANGELES
classes led by the Black Students
U111011 BSU continued yisterday
at Fremont High School, with
about a third of the 3,100 students
attending classes.

Bi-Lingual Chicano
Students Sought
For SER Jobs
Operation SER (Service-Employment-Redevelopment) is seeking hi-lingual Chicano students for
testing for employment with the
federal government, according to
Jesse Delgado, California Skills
Bank director.
Operation SER, funded by the
federal Department of Labor, has
been designated as the agency in
charge of recruiting bi-lingual persons to take the test, and will host
the U.S. examiners giving the
Federal Service Entrance Examination.
The test will be given at 1201
E. Santa Clara St. on Dec. 21 beginning at 8:30 a.m.
There will be 200 position,s available to persons passing the test.
Criteria needed to qualify for this
partieular test are three years of
college or two years of college and
administrative experience.
For further information, Opera tion SER can be reached at
295-2466.

By .1011N ROBERT 911.11t
Spartan Daily Stalf %triter
After undergoing modification
and strong oppessition, a resolution to freeze all unused monies
of the Athletic Department was
finally passed last night by Student Council.
The, resolution, effective as of
last night, was introduced by
Noreen Futter, graduate representative. on behalf of ASB Treasurer Dave Aikrnan.
Opposition to the resolution
mounted to such a degree that at
one point the quorum WaiS threatened when Eugene Stone, graduate representative, refused to answer during the roll call vote.
Because the legality of such a
move was questioned, another vote
was taken after a recess. Dttring
this vote Stone ansvvered although
another member of council had
been found in ca.se he again refused to answer.
ALTERNATE PLAN
After long discussion on the
resolution, ASB President Dick
Miner offered an alternate resolution, some of which was ultimately incorporated into the resolution which passed.
As council took more and more
time in reaching a decision,
man said, "We have to quit intellectualizing ourselves out of our
r esponsi
"This is a question of power,"
he said, " . . . of pushing them
further into demonstrating that we
in fact have no power."
The full resolution reads:
"Resolved. That all unused monies allocated to the SJS Athletic
Department be withheld from further expenditures until such time
as this Student Council has recognized that the following changes
have been made by this college’s
administration.
FUTURE CONTRACTS
"1) Fte-examination of renegotiation of future contracts with
schools tat for which contracts
vivre secured without direct associated student participation and
tb) for which contracts Student
Council has already expressed

concern with regard to their continuance.
"2) That the membership of the
Athletic Advisory Committee be
changed allowing for equitable student representation.
"3) That all monies occuring
from television coverage of the
Stanford-SJS football game in Fall
of 1968 be transferred to the general fund of the associated students."
An amendment to this resolution w it s subsequently passed
which sta ted:
"That the President, Vice President. or Treasurer can unfreeze
funds at any time after consulting
with as many council members a-s
can be reached during the Christmas vacation."

Y.D.s To Hold
Democratic
State Meet
SJS Young Democrats (YD)
be host Jan. 3-5 for the YD State
Steering Convention.
The convention, which wilt include representatives fmm all the
California YD gioups, according to
John Beichman, local YD president, will feature speakers from
the state legislature and a panel
discussion involving SJS leaders.
On the panel will be SJS President Robert D. Clark, ASB President Dick Miner, and Tom Fuentes,
Mexican-American Student CMfederation spokesman. They will
discuss "Higher Education in California."
The main purpose of the convention, however, is to "set up a
good network of contacts to beat
Ronnie Reagan in 1970," Beichman
said.
The legislative speakers will be
Assemblymen Willie Brown (D.
San Francisco’ and George Moscone ID-San Francisco).
All students are invited

Land Clearing To Proceed
On Schedule for Garage
and eight students from the corn- . the Coll.ge Union and he said the
By MARY MARKS
houses did not have to be tom
mi ttee.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
At the meeting, Murphy pre- down to have the property bid
State-owned land acquired for
the new parking garage will be Lsented Burton with a petition upon, The engineer also told him
cleared as scheduled. to be com- signed by approximately 2,000 stu- it :,Ices at least a month to cornpleted by April 1, 1969, whether ; dents protesting the Febi miry et, ie the bidding and a month for
demolition. "So tha. leaves us
the five remaining parcels have eviction date. Murphy also circubeen purchasd, Executive DCall lated five photographs of land par- isso weeks until school is over,"
r said. "That is all we’re askcels around the SJS campus that
Grant Burton said Tuesday.
This means the 4.: stir lents and have been dared but not used for ing for."
23 fan:lily members In mg in the anything other than empty lots.
AUTHORITY CITED
"I am not an activist or trying
area bounded by Ninth. Pah, E.
Burton cited Jim Duncan of the
San Fernando alai Elizabeth I to disrupt the slate’s building pro- state’s pi operty acquisition departStreets must be out ol their (-lir- gram." Murphy said, "but in this ment as authority. of the outcome
rent residences by Eel). 7, Burton case I think there is some room of the property owners who have
said, for the demolition to he com- for consideration of the students." PLS yet not s- ttled for sale of their
Ile also questioned exactly when land to the state. Dunetul said that
pleted on sehedule.
The eviction and demolition have c(.1),:tructi,n w.aild begin.
the company awarded the bid
been challenged by the ASI3 recog
sCHEDVLE
would hat e to negotiate with the
HousStudent
tee
for
Commit
nized
Dean But ton preeented the remaining land owners.
ing Rights, composed of the 45
as follows: Feb. 1, 1969,
There seems to be no question
students living on the property and final acquisition of property; that the students were definitely
headed by John Murphy, senior 91 .reh 1, completion of arehitect’s aware of the garage’s planned conEnglish major and member of the ei I; n..; drawings (now 50 per struction. "Could you please give
Board of Governors.
eent rompleted, Burton said). ap- us a definite eviction date?" MurSJS (this will take %kith- phy asked Burton. The executive
DISPUTE DISC1’ssED
erak
A meeting Tuesday to discuss :it a day Burton said), Chancellor dean replied, "I’ve told anyone who
t ice approval wi t hin
week* asked that it has always been Feb.
the dispute included Burton; Ombudsman Ralph Poblano; Lew Burton said); April 1, completion 1, 1969."
Baron said there is housing
Barozzi, adviser to Student Coun- of demolition and site clearance:
may not be
cil: SII‘Vo N13111110 :I torney rep. May I. bid opening; May 15, start available althou,..11
ttu students’ hr.: ,11.a(a),
itie omonottev: l)r Wil ot eons
Steve Silver, another committee
Silver replied, -1)0 you expect a
liam J. Dust* sixeviitive vice presiclent ; Dr. James .1:icolis, counselor; Imember, said he had talked to a 25 -year-old graduate student to
Robert Baron, housing coordinator, ’construction engineer working on move into a residence hall?"

Spartaguide
Francisco. Call Chuck for reser
vations.
CO-Itee, 7:30 p.m., PER100.
ta Claus is Corning."
S.A.51.. 6:30 p.m., Caesar’s, 30
S. First St. Election of officer;
followed by discussion groups. No
dinner.
Phrateres International, 4 p.m..
H408. General election today. 5:45
ptirk
11E3. p.m. Meet at College Union
ing lot for Amiew Chetstrntes party

TODAY

Program,
Scholar-1n- Itroddenes10:30 a.m., Allen Hall Lounge "Problems in Identity Seminar,"
1:30 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium, Basic Oriental Philosophy.
Kersiee of Leeson/I and Carobs,
ft p.m., Campus Christian Center’s
chapel of Reconciliation, 10th and
San Carlos Streets.

MICHAEL OFLYNN, assistant professor of
electrical engineering and adviser to the InterCultural Steering Committee, will play Santa
Claus at the Christmas-International party tonight. He is showing a Christmas ornament representing the universal spirit of Christmas.

Standing from left to right are Benedict Choi,
chairman of Christmas International Committee,
Linda Kline, president of SJS International Students Organization, Margaret Penniman, 196869 International Queen and OFlynn.

For Christmas

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Inter-CulturaKenter
Holds Party Today
be realized today as various fah.
nic groups and campus languai:e
clubs join for a Christmas rata
The

Chi

christened

party

ma.s-International,

will

feta930.!

SJS International Queen 1968-69
Margaret Penniman vsill welcome
L;trests and students to the party.

One of the dreams of an In!’
cuiturai center on campus N,

lie

h.

the San Jose Wonivh
Club at 75 S. llth St. It is liv.
today at

DI VI011110 Of 1.1114 TAO AfAUBANCII

CO. TO PROCTOW1 TOO THI UST VALAIS .

to all students.
The first 200 persons to
between 7 and 9 o ..!
a free buffet dint...
different comma; na, India, and

;0,...,:=71’ 4
-4’.felee)

The "Mark IV" band
played on the Smothers’ Broth,
show last year will be at the Part:. .
to play dance music from 9 p.m.
tu 1 a.m.
:Michael O’Flyrin, assistant professor of Electrical lingineeril,..
who will play Santa Claus at !..,
rt y, promises to have a haniiItil
of trift, to :_rive to students.

$550
532 5

Orriocci To Hold
Moonlight Cruise
With Live Band
Like soft

mu,-

Like

Sentimental...and lovely.
What other gift is so sentimental, so personal, so timeless and cherished as the
diamond-the time-honored token of love.
When only the finest will do, choose with
confidence from Proctor’s outstanding selection of carefully chosen diamonds.

ding

r? Thet:

event may be for you.
A moonlight Bay Cruise. spoilsored hy the Spartan OrriocciI

NO MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

Club, is scheduled to leave Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francis,’
on Jan 4 at 10 p.m.
Tickets for the cruise are $150 L
and are available from the Student
Affairs Office, Bldg. R. This is’
the final week to purchase tickets.
The
"Harbor
Primer.,"
Will
cruise the bay in the moonlight to
the music of the "Enchanters."

PileiC’eet>) )eit
91 SOUTH FIRST STREET
307 TOWN St COUNTRY VILLAGE
Both Stores Open Mon., Thurs., Frl. Eveniags

At4143U1+CENtiNf,
AUTO INSURANCE as low es VD per
year for married, good students. Also,
for single men over
Campbell 244-9600.
CLASSICAL GUITAR instruction. Robert
Brandon. Call 287-5161.
JET FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Oakland/London/Oakland - June 19 $285. Los Angeles/Amster.
Sept. 6
dam/Los Angeles - June 22 -Sept 13
$285.
40 ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
Amstardam-LondonAthens.Lisbon-YugoslaviaJapan. For information: VIC Club
(213) 877.2271 or write 12735 Kling
Street, Studio City, Calif. 91604.
S.C.O.O.T. Memberships now open to
Qualifying sport car owners. C.all 269.
1425.
SKIERS! S. Tahoe apt. sleeps 5. $60/
wk. 6 blks to Stateline, 1/2 mi. to
Heaven ly. Reserve MS. 295.1154.

escellent savings
21. Call George

presents

The Traditional Service of Lessons and Carols
7:30

1964 SIMCA. 4 door. Complete engine
overhaul. Excellent running cond. and
appearance. Must sell. 353-1990.
HONDA S-90. Low mileage. ,excellent
condition. Very reasonable. After 2 p.m.
Call 287-2938.
1963 CHEV. STN. WGN. 6 cyl. stick.
Good condition. 243-9227 after 6 p.m.
42,000 on motor & rebuilt trans.
HONDA ’67 CB450. Excel. cond. 5.000
mi. Shield, rack. 2 mirrors plus 2 bell
helmets. 257-4940.
LET IT NOW BE KNOWNI es car that
Ralph WIlliams could never talk fast
enough about or Jim Wessman could
never climb enough ladders about can
now be your very own. It’s a car that
is truly a living legend. It vibrates of
history, passing through level upon
level of ego consciousness, moves with
caution and one of the few possessions
you’ll be proud to be part of. Be Ole
first & only person on your block to
get the 1958 VW (Virtually Wayout)
$175. A real trip awaits. 297-9597.
’67 SPRITE $1400/best offer. Blue w/
tonesu, R/H, 17,000 miles. Excellent
condition. Call 292-0475.
’611 VW 113, Top cond. Lt. Blue, 10,000
mi. $1,700. Pvt. Party. Call 294-4453.
HONDA CB 460. 1968. Less than 2000
miles. 51,000: $150 to me, $850 owed.
Steve 294-1584 after 5 p.m.
’66 BSA. 441 cc. Good condition $500.
C,all Bill 286.9666 or 961.3773.
’59 MOrk. Runs good, needs body work.
$250. Cell 286.2931.
’67 VVI FASTBACK. Blue w-sunroof.
Good condition. Call 298.3299 after
4 p.m.
’67 SAAB, Very low miles, oil injection,
deluxe interior. must sell, make offer.
295-6845 after 6.
’56 FORD. CLEAN & runs good. $125.
See at 1165 Francisco Ave. *2.
1965 SUZUKI 1SOcc. $150. Phone 28T.
4968 or 633 S. 8th *I.
1961 HONDA 250 Scrambler. Super
condition. $375 C.all 293-2172.
FUT

The Christian Ecumenical Council

P.M. Wed., Dec. 18, 1968

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN $40 per me., ;10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.

The place to go!

(Am. Baptist, Episcopal, Lutheran, Roman Catholic,
Groted Christian Church, Presbyterian, United Methodist)

PRESCRIPTIONS

South lOth & E. Willem

’ALE

2 MALE STUDENTS to share home.
Photo dark room. For spring semester.
Near city bus. 269-5747.
2 I1DRM APT. Furnished, all electric,
garbage disposal. Avail now. Call 2950763.
GIRLS! 2 bdrm. modern. Turn. apt. 17;
block to SJS. I1/2 baths. 292.1327.
NE.ED 3 GIRLS. Co-ed house, roomy.
kitchen. TV. $42/mo. at 596 S. 10th or
call 293.9877 after 5 p.m.
NOW RENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrm.
Nicely furnished, shag rugs. pool, rec.
room. 470 S. Ilth *I. 287.7590.
EXTRA NICE, LARGE ROOMS for rent.
Kitchen Priv. Private home. Single $45/
mo. Double $60/mo. Girls only, Privacy
& parking. 8 min hum campus. Call
259.9519.
ROOMS AVAILABLE for 2nd sem. In
HFLP We,r0FD ’4!
pleasant boarding house. Meals served,
priv. bath, kit. priv. 2 bilis. from camWANTED: RESPONSIBLE Girl for oc- pus. After 2:30. Call Debbie 295.9628.
casional nighttime baby sitting. South
San Jose. After 4:30 call 264-0821.
,_,S1 AND FOUND 16/
DANCER WANTED for Bachelor Party.
$3.50 per hour. Call 287.5928.
Shep
SCULPTOR WANTED to do bust por- LOST DOG: REWARD! I yr. old
trait in stone or plaster. Must have work herd Husky. Beige in color. An,wers to
297-9597
or
286.9746
Call
’Cannabis:.
to show. 292-7644 afternoons.
SENIOR PSYCH MAJOR wants coed FOUND: Lg. mens ring w/Aztec head
bet. 18.24 to accompany him to Wildest found in Education Bldg. Lav. Call 294New Year Party in Santa Clara County. 6414. ext. 2097.
d wired
LOST DOG: German Sr. ,
Call Dave 287-4079.
by the
ANY STUDENTS who have done Art or collar. Black & Wh,r
-8a-or
C
Photography work on the construction name c,f
of the new College Union please contact Gale Amur: 294-6414 ext. 2763.
PERSONALS 171
SONY TC-200 Portable Tape Recorder.
Airrost new for $l60. Call 354-2458.
BIKE, 10 spd. Raleigh, lg. 25 in. men’s
frame with lock and book rack. Almost
new, $70. Auto bumper bike rack, carry
2 bikes on any bumper, $15. Slide rule.
relay duples with leath. cos* $15. Phone
241.3068.
TAPE RECORDER, ROBERTS 1630 3
spcl., 4-track stereo. 2 yrs old. Excl.
condition. Head set and patch cords
included, Only $100. Call Rutherford
295-9898.
SHEEP SKIN COATS. Suetie exterior,
new. various colors from $45. Call 3799059 eves. & wkends.
2 PORTABLE 2 STANDARD Typewriters.
2 Stan. reconditioned, 2 port. new. Call
John at 272.2046 after 6.

HOUSI!
UPPER DIVISION MALE Roommate for
spring semester. Share 3 bdrm. apt.
(with pool) with 4 of same. 470 S. Ilth
St. Call 287-7257.
MALE GRADUATE STUDENTS! Warm,
clean singles and I double, rooms, kitchen priviledges, reasonable. 1 block
from SJS campus. 295-2355 & 295-8958.
2 GIRLS UPPER div. to share 2 bdrm.
2 bath apt. for Spring sem. 2 blocks
from SJS. $42/mo. Ask for Nan or Pat
293.2699.
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING’
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
maid service. On campus 237 E. San
Fernando off 122 N.
$26.50/wk.
293-6345.
MALE ROOMMATE over 21 needed to
share Ig. 2 bdrm. apt. with pool. Priv.
rm. 1298 Tripp Ave. # 17. Call 287.
0655 after 4 p.m.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 linos
4

ilonal line

To Piace
an ad:

Come to:

SERVICES HO.
RENT A STEREO OR P/ FROM
ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
No contract. Call 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
tric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.

1.6CoLTE Pro, tr.^. c
nil EVILS or coq
,KEEP,..13

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

ATV

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

-31.

/,

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30-1 1:30

One day

Two days

Send in handy order

blank.

Enclose

Make

check out to

Spartan Daily
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Three days

THEN
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2.25

No refunds possible on canceled eds. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Personals (7)
? Announcements (I)
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 settioss (9)
0 Automotive (2)
0 Housing (5)
O FOI Sale (I)
0 Met and Found (6) 0 Transportation (TA
Ilk

294-6414. Ext. 2465
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cash or check.

111011 MP
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SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
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M
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PERSONIS) needed to transport car
to Michigan area. 253-8881.
RIDE WANTED TO MIDWEST! Going
to Wisc. for Xmas, will accept ride to
WANTED: ADULT FLYING to Buffalo any near state. Call 2951407.
N. Y. area Xmas holidays to accompany
10 yr. old girl. Call 326.2619.
WHAT IS GOD’S PLAN FOR YOU7
Dial Peace of Mind, 294-3333, day or
night. Questions invited.
STEPHEN H. CARTNELL your mail is
at 148 S. 1 1th St. Contact Jerry Talburt 297-9976,
TO DENNIS CREEP & TIM CRUD
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
JEANNEY & KATHY.

-
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each addl.

TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 243.6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term
Pesters, etc. Call 258-4335.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 two
styles. 948-1781.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced & Responsible. Will Edit. 71/2
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married,
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located et
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part-time janitor. Hair.
cuts $1.00, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effective service, the ultra -modern Barber
College. The latest techniques. To reach
the College, qo west on Santa Clera.
FIUDENT TYPING in my home. Fait,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baster.
Phone 244-6581.
FYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc
experienced & fess Phone 269.8674
TV’s FOR RENT. Special Student rates.
$8.00 and $9.00 per month. Call 3772935.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

200 LP’s & 100 45.s. LP’s range in all
d fferent types. Call Batty 293-8282.
SKIN DIVERS! New scube-pro tank &
back rack for sale, used 4 times must
sell. 377-7161, evenings.
U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Pee coats, Field
lackets. Bell bottom pants, leather &
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS - lees & velvet goodies. JACK’S 8, PAT’S, 3rd Hand Store,
375 E. Hedding St. Between 8th &
9th St. Free Parking. Open Sat. &
Sun. Closed Mondays.
FOR SALE: HEAD Master Skis. 210 cm.
Es. cond. Nevada toe, Grand pris heel,
$95. Cell Mark et 253-8348 or 296.1224.
DACHSHUND PUPPIES for sale. Ideal
for Christmas gift. 5 wits. old. Call 251.
7014.
WOOD LATHE $15. Radial drill press
$37.50. Both are new. 60 E. San Fernando. Phone 292.D409.

5

So. 10th St. and San Carlos

E. WillIam

Merry Christmas To All!

Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

CLASSIFIED RATES

The Chapel of Reconciliation

South
I Oth
Street

Last Min tite:
CARDS
GIFTS
FILM

Spartan Daily Classifieds
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,,.

This Ls the first wined elfurt
of several SJS clubs and ethnic
groups to combine. support and
sponsor an International Cultural
activity.

over dark wavy

Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m.,
Meeting.
:Mountaineering Club, 7 p.m., LC
308. Plan future trips. Information available at 294-3879.
Spaghetti Feed, 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S.
Fifth St. Cost: 40 cents.
Social Justice series, 8 p.m.,
Newman Center. Topic this week:
"State and Social Justice" presented by Raymond Dennehy, professor from Santa Clara University.
PRAHA, 5:30 . 8 p.m., at Earthquake McGoons, Clay Street, San

et.nd..i. IR lfg-IR

\
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Yell Leaders
Practice sessions for yell leaders will be held Jan. 7, 9 and
13 f
7 to 8 p.m. In PER208.
All Interested student% are
timed to atteud, ars riling to
Charlie Brossn, head yell
leader.

tol. 56
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Student Council
Votes To Freeze
Athletic Monies

Students Decide
Success of AFT
By ISABEL DURON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’Harambee"
"Let’s work together," drew applause and shouts
Ihom 400 students and faculty
gathered at the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) informational strike meeting yesterday
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
According to Gordon Greb, asso*

*

*

Academic Council
Declines Support
Of Absence Rule
A motion which would have
served as an unquestionable reMike to the proposed American
rederation of Teachers (AFT)
Strike was tabled Monday by Academic Council.
The resolution, which council
refused to act upon, was in essence
no more than a statement of support for a section of the state edueation code. The code calls for
automatic resignation from state
’service if an employee is absent
without leave for five consecutive
working days.
The motion was presented by
iltoger Muzzy, professor of music.
The local AFT has threatened
a strike if the Board of Trustees
refuses to negotiate with the San
Francisco State AFT chapter.
According to the resolution, a
discontinuance of teaching services
to the college and students by pub’ lic employees is illegal under Title
5, the constitution governing state
college operations.

elate professor of journalism and
a member of the AFT executive
council, the Kenyan (Africa) motto
illustrates exactly what the AFT
hopes to accomplish in appealing
to the students.
NEED STUDENTS
"Our partial success depends on
active student participation," said
Dr. David Newman, associate professor of psychology, "and we’re
here to help you understand the
logic and necessity of the strike."
A constantly changing nucleus
of interested and curious students
and faculty heard the 12-man informational committee e po u se
facts and philosophy.
Dr, John Galm, an AFT executive council member, explained
the AFT background in their attempts to negotiate In the past
with the Board of Trustees.
H emphasized the frustrations
of going through chtumels "till we
get to Reagan, then our progiarns
get blue-penciled."
NO-REPRISAL CLAUSE
During the two-hour meeting,
stucints asked how they could help
the strike and if any reprisals
were expected.
Dr. David Newman explained
that one of the strike demands included a "no-reprisal" clause for
both faculty and students, "but
we’re all taking risks," he concluded.
Informative departmental meetings of interested studenL% and an
AFT member, pledge cards indicating the student’s willingness to
help and a student support petition are all part of the AFT strike
campaign. "We hope finally to inform", the community and enlist
their support," said Dr. Newman.
.

a

Mayor Gives Support

"EVERYBODY’S GOT SOMETHING to hide
except me and my monkee? ASB President
Dick Miner deadpanned his way through monkey
shines with a mechanical King Kong Tuesday
night a+ a New College banquet in his honor.
The wan look on Miner’s face attests to the campus official’s ready talent as an after dinner
entertainer, not to The barbs of hostile critics.
New College students of Allen Hall gave +he

dinner honoring Miner to widen their acquaintance with the ASB official with the New College and introduce him to the all -residence hall
dining commons opened in November. But +he
occasion was a fine opportunity for a festively
freaky costume party that was dominated by
Bolshevik revolutionary dress and, matched with
flamboyant endorsements of the "revolutionary
proletariat regime" of New College.

Yuletime Epidemic
’Flu’ Away Before
"The term is used loosely," said
Dr. Gray, who reported that many
of the illnesses am upper and intermediate respiratory diseases,
rather than the flu.
He said that flu symptoms are
aching and high fever, as well as
a sore throat if one has the Hong
Kong strain. However, many of
the "flu" cases reported are actually bronchitis am! laryngitis.
Though the number of cases
right now are double of what is
ordinarily expected, Dr. Gray said
"this is not out of line with other
years," when the campus community has experienced one or two
periods of sub-epidemics.
He attributed these sub-epidetnics to the new strains of flu or
disease which students pick up
when they go home for vacations.
"This Christmas vacation may
by
Campus
delivered
lengthiest
break the epidemic for u.s at SJS
Forward leader Jim McMasters, or re-introduce it so that it hits
preceded the mayor’s remarks.
heavier than before." Dr. Gray
stated.
WRITE LETTERS
McMasters encouraged students
to "take it upon yourselves to
write a letter to the state legislators explaining why you feel
we should have a university status at SJS."
He said he knew this would
be a "little step," but if we all
take that step at once, we might
be able to accomplish our aim."
A university status wolticL be
from AMMaeliattll Press
desirable because it would answer Compilod

Though they have made an
initial ilWaSiOrl, the enemies have
not yet conquered SJS students.
According to Dr. T. D. Gray,
director of the Student Health
Service, the outbreak of the socalled Hong Kong flu is not unusual for the month of December,
and furthermore, many of the
cases are not actually Hong Kong
flu.

University Week at SJS
By KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Mayor Ron James yesterday
helped Campus Forward kick off
its campaign to make SJS a university by declaring this a "Uni-

versity Week" for the city.
He made this announcement to
150 Seventh Street listeners after
giving his "personal support’’ to
the campaign.
Speeches by three students, the

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

a number of SJS’ money problems, McMasters said.
It would bring in federal monies not available to state colleges
and "give us prestige in the community," he explained. The latter
development would make the populace more likely to vote for the
school bond it voted dOwn in the
last election.
’VIOLENT ASPECTS’

Photo by Wayne Nicholls
SPEAKING IN FAVOR of making SJS a university, Bob Thomas
uses his index finger to make a point at yesterday’s rally called
by Campos Forward. The rally, spiced by the honking appearance
of the Pi Kappa Alpha fire truck on Seventh Street, called for
students to write their congressmen.

Part ty t I ty ss it u t tercd
10111/Ners and turning colder
today and tomorrow. The /mow
IP%
%%
dip to us lou at
2,000 feet
tomorrow. High
today at SJS: 50.
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Professor Says

Today’s Weather

This would ma happen "if we
allow the violent aspects on this
campus to take over," he said.
He did not say who are the "violent aspects," but McMasters
went on to say, "Making demands
and going on strike are not the
answers," an apparent reference
to the American Federation of
Teachers, vrnich has said it will
strike here Jan. 6.
MoNla.sters said he was not
speaking for ihe "sile.nt majority,"
whose oebulous numbers he helped
organize, via a petition handed
Pres. Robert Clark, to stop the
pre-Thanksgiving student strike
efforts hero.
"it. can’t be ’silent’ " he rall9Pedi
"becau.so we feel pretty verbal
about this issue."

Compiled from Associated Press
An attempted
SAN MATEO
raid by Black militants on the
College of San Mateo campus flopped yesterday as only two got
by the police guard. Warrants
were also issued yesterday for the
arrest of two more tutorial supervisors and three students charged
with participating in a riot during last week’s disturbances.
ApproximateMENLO PARK
ly 40 to 50 Black coeds went on a
rampage at Menlo-Atherton High
School, breaking windows, setting two small fires, and slightly
injuring several unidentified VVhite
studenbs.
San
SAN FRANCISCO The
Francisco Examiner has reported
that Franklin H. Williams, a Black
former Bay Area civil rights leader, is being considered for the
permanent president of San Franciaco State College.
LOS ANGELES A boycott of
classes led by the Black Students
Unita! (BSUr, continued yesterday
at Fremont. High Sehool with
about a third of the 3,100 students
attending classes.

Bilingual Chicano
Students Sought
For SER Jobs
Operation SER I Service-Employment-Redevelopment ) is seeking bi-lingual Chicano students for
testing for employment with the
federal government, according to
Jesse Delgado, California Skills
Bank director.
Operation SER, funded by the
federal Department of Labor, has
been designated as the agency in
charge of recruiting bi-lingual persons to take the test, and will host
the U.S. examiners giving the
Federal Service Entrance Examination.
The test will be given at 1201
E. Santa Clara St. on Dec. 21 beginning at 8:30 a.m.
There will be 200 pasitiorts available to person.% passing the test.
Criteria needed to qualify for this
particular test are three years of
college or two years of college and
administrative experience.
For further information, Operation SER can be reached at
295-21(41

By JOHN ROBERT MUIR
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
After undergoing modification
and strong opposition, a resolution to freeze all unu.sed monies
of the Athletic Department was
finally passed last night by Student Council.
The resolution. effective a.s of
last night, was introduced by
Noreen Futter, graduate representative, on behalf of ASB Treasurer Dave Aikman.
Opposition to the resolution
mounted to such a degree that at
one point the quorum was threatened when Eugene Stone, graduate representative, refused to answer during the roll call vote.
Because the legality of such a
move was questioned, another vote
was taken after a recess. During
this vote Stone answered although
another member of council had
been found in case he again refused to answer.
ALTERNATE PLAN
After long discussion on the
resolution, ASB President Dick
Miner offered an alternate resolution, some of which was ultimately incorporated into the resolution which passed.
As council took more, and more
time in reaching a decision, Aikman said, "We have to quit intellectualizing ourselves out of our
esponsibility."
"This is a question of power,"
he said, " .
. of pushing them
further into demonstrating that we
in fact have no power."
The full resolution reads:
"Resolved. That all unused monies allocated to the SJS Athletic
Department be withheld from further expenditures until such time
as this Student Council has recognized that the following changes
have been made by this college’s
administration.
FUTURE CONTRACTS
Re-examination of renegotiation of future contracts with
schools 011 for which contracts
were secured without direct associated student participation and
(lit for which contracts Student
11,1, .11 ready expressed
’ou

concern with regard to their continuance.
"21 That the membership of the
Athletic Advisory Cotrunittee be
changed allowing for equitable student representation.
"31 That all monies occuring
from television coverage of the
Stanford-SJS football game in Fall
of 1968 be transferred to the general fund of the associated students."
An amendment to this resolution w a s subsequently passed
which stated:
’That the President, Vice President, or Treasurer can unfreeze
funds at any time after consulting
with as many council members as
can be reached during the Christmas acation."

Y.D.s To Hold
Democratic
State Meet
SJS Young Democrats (YD) will
be host Jan. 3-5 for the YD State
Steering Convention.
The convention, which will include representatives from all the
California YD gioups, according to
John Beicliman, local YD president, will feature speakers from
the state legislature and a panel
discussion involving SJS leaders.
On the panel will be SJS President Robert D. Clark, ASB President Dick Miner, and Tom Fuentes,
Mexican -American Student Cenfederation spokesman. They win
discuss "Higher Education in California."
The main purpose of the convention. however, is to "set up a
good network of contacts to beat
Ronnie Reagan in 1970," Beichman
said.
The legislative speakers will be
Assemblymen Willie Brown (DSan Franciscot and George Moscone (D-San FranciSCO I .
All students ate invited

Land Clearing To Proceed
On Schedule for Garage
and eight students from the comBy MARV MARKS
mittee.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
At the meeting, Murphy preState-ovvned land acquired for
the new parking garage will be isented Burton with a petition
cleared :is scheduled, to be com- signed by approximately 2,000 stupleted by April 1, 1969, vvhether idents protesting the February
the five remaining parcels have eviction date. Murphy also circubeen purchasd, Executive Dean lated five photographs of land parcels around the SJS campus that
Grant Burton said Tuesday,
This means the 45 students and haVe been dared but not used for
23 fiimily members living in the anything other than empty lots.
"I am not an activist or trying
area bounded by Ninth, 10th, E.
San Fernando anti Elizabeth to disrupt the state’s building program."
Murphy said, "but in this
Streets must be out of their current residences by Feb. 7, Burton ease I think there is some routu
said, for the demolition to be com- for consideration of the students."
Ile also questioned exactly when
pleted on schedule.
The eviction and demolition have construction would begin.
been challenged by the ASB recogSCHEDVIM
nized Commit tee for Student HousDean Burton presented the
ing Rights, composed of the 45 schedule as follows: Feb. 1, 1969,
students living on the property and final acquisition of property;
headed by John Murphy, senior :Sitwell 1, completion of arehitect’s
English major and member of the working drawings (now 50 per
13oard of Governors.
vent completed, Burton said), approval by SJS (this will take withDISPUTE DISCUSSED
A meeting Tuesday to discuss in a day Burton said). Cluwellor
the dispute included Burton; Om- office approval (within two weeks
budsman Ralph Poblano; LA’W ,Burton said); April 1, completion
Barozzi, adviser to Student Coun- of demolition and site clearance;
cil; Steve Mannley. attorney rep- May 1, bid opening; May 15, start
resenting the eommillec: I tr Wil at construction.
Steve Silver, another committee
liam J. Dusel, executive vice president ; Dr. James Jacobs, counselor: member, said he had talked to a
Robert Baron, housing coordinator, construction engineer working on

the College Union and he said the
houses did not have to be torn
down to have the property bid
upon. The engineer also told him
it takes at least a month to complete the bidding and a month for
the demolition. "So that leaves us
two weeks until school is over."
Silver said. "That Ls all we’re asking for."
AUTHORITY CITED
I3urton cited Jim Duncan of the
state’s pioperty acquisition department a% authority of the outcome
of the property owners who have
as yet not settled for sale of their
land to the state, Duncan Said that
the company awanled the bid
would hio.e to negotiate with the
remaining land owners.
There seems to be. no question
that the students were definitely
aware of the garage’s planned construction. "Could you please give
us a definite evietion date?" Murphy asked Burton. The executive
dean replied, "I’ve told anyone who
asked that it has always been Feb.
1, 1969."
Baron said there is housing
available althotieli it may not he.
the students’ iirsi choice.
Silver replied, "1)0 you expect a
25-year-old graduate student tet
move into a residence hall?"
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Editorial

A Good Beginning
lt was g I news indeed to see that
the federal gm ernment l’as granted
an additional S25.000 to the SJS Educational Opportunity Program (EOP).
The money was made mailable after
diseti-.ions between l’res. Hobert Clark
and representatkes of the U.S. Office
ashington
of Education held in
after the Thanksgi% ing holidays.
.1Ithough the EOP program has experienced -.line growing pains this semester.
heen a large slicers-. lierause el it. -etne 460 minority students
were able le attend SJS and money was
mailable for tutors.
We are distressed at reports from
Washington whirl’ say that congressmen are becoming disillusioned with
the EOP program for fear that students in the program’ are dedicated to
destrm ing the college educational program.
.1, Dr. Clark told officials, quite
the oppesite is true at SJS. With the

John Cruz:

Perfectly
Trained Mule
AFT Strike? Really it shouldn’t come
as a surprise.
As a matter of fact. it all began last
spring when the American Federation of
Teachers got the hall rolling and submined a list of grievances to the Board of
Trustees to draw their attention to long
tiine problems in the educational system
of California.
Why, when the Board heard the news,
it was elated. And immediately they released a stateintbrit reflecting their upinost
concern in the matter.
"\X . re very
they told representativ,the %ET. "but we do believe that
lia,c in.-ented some vital college
need."
"Thank you." replied the AFT representative-. smiling and feeling overjoyed
by the Board’s personable acceptance.
"You’re welcome," continued the Board
of Trustees, "you have 10 minutes."
Yes, the Board of Trustees for months
now has followed their personal attentive
policy. as the issues have been sitting idly
in cobwebs and dust.
Talking about the strike and the fact
that it is long in conting, reminds me of
something I heard recently.
"I have a perfectly trained mule." said
one member of the AFT to a friend. "I
call him "Trustee’."
"Oh really." replied his friend?
"Yeah," said the AFT member. "Let me
demonstrate." And immediately he began
heating the animal over the head with a
long heavy brand’.
"Wait a minute," protested his observing friend, "I though you said that you
had a well trained mule?"
"But I do," replied the AFT member,
"but first I have to get Ilk attention. -

leadership of Tim Knowles, Gerald
Labrie, Mel W liitlield. Al Espinoza,
and Prof. Lou Carranza, the SJS program, the largest in the state college
system. has proved to be a program
which can work.
We hope that the EOP program can
get e% en more funds. expand and proide an educational opportunity for
more students.
And the college has not stopped
with just the EOP program.
This college is fuming forward in
providing equal opportunities for all
students- and is trying to educate the
students with the problems of society
today.
Ifs a good beginning.

"Maybe YOU’D like to stand out here and ring this bell ... !"

Guest Room

AFT Che Guevaras Putting Us On
By BRODERICK HASKELL
Associate Professor of Civil 1.1winweritig
In a meeting on Fritlay, Dec. I:i last. a
cadre of middle-aged I.W.W.-tv pes who
presume to lead Local 1362 down paths of
glory bamboozled about 125 members into
voting to strike SJS on Jan. 6 next.
I reject those proceedings in their entirety, for several reasons. but largely because I find little to believe in the recommendations of the Local’s leaders and their
retinue.
Why do we need all of this amateurish,
Madison Avenue manipulation of the
membership, instead of direct persuasion?
Like, how come so many together, young
mod students were admitted to Friday’s
"closed" meeting, while mentbers themselves were subjected to gestapo-like treatment at the door. Cottld it be that our
local one-horse image-makers felt that
many of the members then present. activists all but certainly over 25, would
loathe voting against a strike in full view
of a covey of cute little campus rebels
front Saratoga and Richmond-Sunset?
BIG-TIME REVOLUTIONARIES
And then there are the big-time revolutionaries who so passionately call upon
their colleagues to make the really big
sacrifice to demonstrate who you really
are baby! Like the obviously well-fed, insular intellectual of our local, not-so-new
left, who is heartl to mouth a lot of
maudlin drivel about how this union has
"matured." Finally. after lo these many
years of terrible sacrifice and revolutionary struggle, he may now get a chance to
do his really big street scene. After all,
how can a body keep a straight face singing rousing roundelays of class struggle at
gay student parties unless he has marched
in at least one strike of college professors of course?
How come these faculty-club Eugene
Debses are striking only now, a year or
more after the first student got his head
bashed? Why have they taken so long to
get the message of student protest? How
come, having enjoyed almost daily con-

tact with these same young people, our
precocious pedagogues were not out there
leading those students who first got their
bodies bloodied during recent demonstrat.
? Could the answer possibly be that
professors, instead of laying their bodies
tin the line between students and police,
prefer stepping over the bodies of students whose protests against the excesses
and insanities of the establishment have
paved the way for teachers to make demands otherwise not attainable? Do you
activists of academe, with your degrees
from Berkeley, Urbana and Cambridge,
really have the effrontery to stand there
in your J. Press jackets and claim that
you are anti.establishment?
TOUCHING CONCERN
Anil there is our leaders’ truly touching
concern for Black people of our region.
AC here in East Palo Alto do all of these
great emancipators live and send their
children to neighborhood schools? How
eome these worried, White wobblies have
waited until the 9.unit load is virtually in
the hag before rapping so righteously
about hiring minority people to fill vacant staff positions? Indeed, ahnost all of
the spokesmen for Black people I have
heard recently have told us Whites to
stay out of their neighborhoods, to keep
our White police out of their communities, and to stop trying to come on like
someone we never can be. Besides, even
a few White people know that one of the
most racist institutions in our country is
organized labor. What makes any White
man think that because he carries a union
card along with his faculty card he is
something speeial and possibly even a
little bit non-White? What tasteless
arrogance!
lf, of course, you really want to do
your thing for oppresaed people, then do
it big. Like offer to resign your faculty
position as soon as a qualified Black man
or woman can be recruited to replace you.
I briefly considered this alternative for
myself, rejected it summarily of course,
ariil discovered at least one thing I am not

LOOK FOR ATMOSPHERE?
You’ll find plenty at the Round House. Why?
1/ You’ll like the friendly younger crowd. Whether college men and women or young executives and secretaries, they all have a great time at the Round
House.
1./ You’ll enjoy the plush sunken circular bar. The circular bar makes everyone friendlier including the
bartenders who can really pour a drink.
I/ You’ll love the food. The gourmet specialties are:
steaks from specially aged Kansas City corn -fed
steers and lobsters from Austria.
With a date or alone, why not come in tonight and
soak up a little atmosphere?

ROUND HOUSE
(across from Cinema 150)

Located a+ 2655 El Camino Real

open daily 5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. For

information call 294-1224

in the process. The work around here is
demanding, hours are long, tenure is a
farce, policemen get ahnost the same salaries for beating up people, and academic
types such as those in teachers’ unions
are as bourgeois and up-tight as any I have
met. Still though, I like the work. Moreover, I am conYineed that teachers of all
sorts will get absolutely nowhere in the
economic market place without labor organization. But the present attempt by
this Local to tie our wagon to the coattails of our students, and this tasteless effort to liken our problems to the terrible
burdens and suffering of Black people in
our country, are, in my considered judgment, plainly disgusting.
And finally, there is that phoniest and
funniest of jolly Jacobins of them all, the
coy counselor who, during that memor.
able meeting of the Great Strike Vote,
was seen trying to sell members present
on, of all things, strike insurance, I suppose, so that we could assuage our Whiteman’s guilt by footing the bill for legal
aid to him if he gets busted doing his own
Seventh Street Suribachi. Too much!
NOT ORGANIZED
Face it scholars, you are being had. You
really are not organized, and every LordHigh-Executioner in the neighborhood
knows it. You and your union are being
represented by a group of melodramatic
Walter Mittys coming on like fading
White sycophants and hoping that you will
lay ;tour bodies and jobs on the line. But
for vehat? For the young and pure at
heart from White suburbia, whose daddies
would very much like to fire not a few
of you? For Black people, who don’t need
you and with whom you never really Win
make it socially? No! It is really all for
the questionable needs and objectives of a
small group of people who could not care
less about your real interests. Even the
crackers who rtut this state are more honest with you than your own "liberal" union
leaders!
I mean really, comrades, these weekend
Che Guevaras are putting you on!

EUROPE
One Way

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
London to San Francisco
July 31, August 5 and 12
San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 8
San Francisco to Stockholm
August 31
A limited number of spaces
are available for faculty, staff,
and students of The California
State Colleges

Fare: ;225 one way
For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Halloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132

(*beam, muckraking & Other Urattlin
By JEFF MULIINS
One frosty tlay last week, members of
the GREAT & RESPONSIBLE MAJORITY of automobile manufacturers met
to discuss a new phut for selling the Edsel
once again.
UNIVERSITY DEGREE
"It’ll work like crazy," assured a smart
young whipper-snapper who carried a dtsgree from SJS University in his hip pocket.
"All we have to do is change the name
of the Edsel and people will flock to our
car lots and fill our tills with treasure.
"Just look what happened to SJS College when we changed its name to SJS
University. Zammo! Big name professors
started fighting one another to teach there;
taxpayers couldn’t wait to vote ‘Yes’ on
million dollar bond issues, and students
stopped rioting becattse of the wonderful
kicks they got front attending a University
instead of a College."
"Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah," cheered the
members of the GRF.AT & RESPONSIBLE
MAJORITY of automobile manufacturers.
"We will re-name the Edsel and flood
the market with it. People will grow 80
excited they will fight to gain the attent1011 of ottr salesmen and our tills will
become pregnant with treasure."
FORWARD-MOBILE
The very next day the Edsel was renamed. It was called the CAMPUS FORWARD-MOBILE in honor of the young
whipper-anapper from SJS University who
had once used the sante slogan in his successful drive to re-name his college.
A week later, however, the young whipper-snapper front SJS University began
ceiving nasty hate letter from CAMPUS
FORWARD-MOBILE dealers all over the
nation.
"The FORWARD-MOBILE stinks. Nobody has been fooled," they charged. "You
said people would get excited and fight
to gain the attention of our salesmen and
that our tills would become pregnant with
treasure. But none of this has happened.
Why?"
Naturally the young whipper-snapper
was unable to figure out what went
wrong ... and who could blame hint?
NOTHING CHANGES
Just because one changes the name of
his college to that of a University doesn’t
mean the education gets better, that administrators grow wiser. or that students
become more intelligent. No. The only
thing that changes is the name and the
prestige that goes with it. Everything else
stays the same.
Moral: An Edsel i8 an Ethel is an Edsel.
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Estrada’s
Imports & Variety
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Open Tonigh
Until 9 p.m.

Medallions
Incense
Rings
Water Pipes
Earrings
We have the largest selection
of psychedelic posters in the
San Jose area.

I 90 S. I st Street
297-9 I 76

Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

Census Invade Privacy?

Do You Share Your Shower?
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the last tion.s have no relation to the connrtiel. in three part series discussing stitutional purpose of the census,
the United States’ 17th decennial and that the number and personal
nature of such inquiries have incensus.
creased almost unnoticed and unBy PAT WANEK
obstructed."
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
In his defense of the Bureau’s
Do you sham your shower?
fine accomplishments, the Montana
Chalk up another point for the congressnutn continues, "Every
goverrunent’s invasion of privacy. question that finally winds up on
Now the Census Bureau has been the census schedule has competed
added to the list of sneaks, snooys with many others that did not
and what-have-you the nosey sursive the intensive and extenones.
sive scrutiny all underwent.
The case has been heard before
RE-EXAMINED
the Subcommittee on Census and
"Even the questions that were
Statistics of the Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service, in the previous censu.s are re-exHouse of Representatives. The is- amined for their usefulness and
sue -- "a bill to amend Title 13, some dropped.
"Cen.sus questions are based on
United States Code, to limit the
categories of questions required established and proved official
to be an.swered under penalty of needs," Olsen says. "Only those
which would supply information
law . . . "
Perhaps those who complain most urgently needed sursive the
have forgotten, or never knew, sifting process and appear on the
that the information collected on census."
And that brings us back to your
census questionnaires next April
1 is completely confidential. It shower-sharing.
According to Representative Olmay be used only for statistical
purposes, and may not be used for sen, the propaganda directed at
taxation, investigation or regula- census questions and their irrelevance focu.ses upon the inquiry on
tion.
bathroom facilities.
NO DISCLOSURES
The cartoonists and reporters
Census Bureau members take an have had a real pluly with this
oath not to disclose information. one. They evidently have accepted
It hardly would be worth the pen- the question’s wording to be, "Do
alty if they did up to two years you share your shower?" And,
in prison and fine up to 5,1000. quite naturally, they have come to
And when the questionnaires are the conclusion that it’s nobody’s
returned to the Bureau, whether business with whom you may
by mail or enumerator, the in- shower.
formation is recorded on computer
CHECK FACTS
tape, but names, addresses and What they have not done, howphone numbers am omitted.
ever, is to check the facts
in
What is it that is causing the this ca.se the census schedule -commotion?
and find that the question actually
For one thing, according to reads, "Do you have a bathtub or
Representative Arnold Olsen of shower?" Following the question
Montana in the Congressional Rec- the replier is asked to check one
ord, "They say many of the ques- of the following: Yes, for this
household only; Yes, but shared
James Pratt, professor of political science, will speak or) "American Foreign Policy" tonight at 6
p.m. in Cafeteria A and B. The
event is sponsored by the ArabAmerican Club.

OASIS Is First
Student Group
To Support AFT
The Organization of Students
Interested in Speech (OASIS) yesterday became the first inter-department student group to declare
itself in alliance with the American Federation of Teachers (AFT).
In a meeting yesterday afternoon, the group voted to "support
a strike by AFI’ and take supportive action."
OASIS will presumably present
its resolution when the Speech
Department meets as a whole today at 12:30 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium
The latter meeting will be one
of seven similar caucuses today involving 11 departments, which aill
decide the po.sitions students want
taken in their departments. New
College met last night.
The latest department in which
students have announced a caucus
is the Department of Journalism
and Advertising, which will meet
today in JC203 at 2:30 p.m.
Other meetings, their places,
and times are:
Art, 12:30 p.m. in A133:
History, 2 p.m. in CH231.:
Economics, 3:30 p.m. in W5;
Philosophy, 3:30 p.m, ED100;
Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, Behavorial Science, Social Science, 2:30 p.m. in S164.

WYETH
PRINTS

Reign’s Pa.
Serving San Jose State
Razor Cuts
Styltng
By Expert Barbers

Manny’s Barber Shop
571 E. Santa Clara
293-9910
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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ATTENTION !

10% Student Discount
S.J.S. Students receive a 10% discount at Plastic
World, supplier of Plexeglas’, resins, molds, end other
plastics.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFER

Pliatic World
244-6245

1102 Saratoga Ave.

TOWNE THEATRE ENDS DEC. 23
1433 The Alameda-297-3060
7:00 A.M.
’til

Japan Unconditionally Surrenders!
Now the world can see the other side of the story!
24 desperate hours that sealed the fate of a nation!

10:30 P.M.
Tuesday

"The Emperor and A Generar

thru

Scope

Starring Toshiro Nlifune

Sunday

Two Showings Nightly at 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.

The happiest of holiday seasons to all of you at San Jose State.
If you’re in the neighborhood, drop by for a holiday snack.
Howard

HOWARD’S CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Sant. Clara

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Student Discount With Student-Body Card

CLOSED XMAS EVE DEC. 24
***********************************************
1433 The Alameda-297-3060
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RESERVE NOW SPACE
NON STOP DC -8 JETS
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S.F./London/S.F.
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"A MATTER OF INNOCENCE"
Suggested for Nlaturc Audiences

City. State 8 Zip

CSCSPA
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE STUDENT PRESIDENTS ASSOCIATION

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE STUDENT PRESIDENTS ASSOCIATION

9. 9

DAILY-3

SPARTAN

wr-=-9.nintwnroinewienwwwe

endorsed by and cooperating with

ALEXANDRIA THEATRE
se. s.....
Co., NIPS

$5

SO, ill 1970 if you’re still around
and you hear tales that some
strtuiger is going to ask you who
do you share your shower with,
just remember the immortal
words of Secretary Chartener:
’The Census Bureau does not
care nor does it ask
with
whom you share your shower or
tub, or even whether you use it."

A march :Ind
support of
the United Fill111 Workers grape
wycott is scheduled for 11:30 a.m.
saturday.
The march will begin at Our
Lady of Guadalupe Church on Sall
Antonio Street and WW proceed
to St. James Park.
Spealsers at the Saturday afternoon rally will be Larry Lthiong,
vice president of the United Farm
Workers (UFW) organizing committee, and Jose Luna, a representative from the UF’W.

Thursday December 1-1 1,)e)f(

Towne ’Theatre STARTS DEC. 25

Foreign Policy Speech
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with another household; No bathtub or shower.
From 1790 until 1902, when the
Bureau of the Census was formed,
Congress retained complete authority over the questions and
procediurs to be used. Since that
time, according to William H.
Chairtener, assistant secretary of
commerce for economic affairs,
the Bureau has not overstepped
the precedents set by Congress.
Even Playboy has come on the
scene. Chartener cites the nuigazinc as stating that the Census
Bureau "ha.s a tight statute. strict
rules and no known misuse of its
data since it began operatims
the start of the American republic."
So why do they want to know
about our bathrooms?
Secretary Chartener tells us,
"In reality, statistics on bathing
facilities are used by the Housing
and Urban Development Department as the most sihmificant indicator of housing quality." And
there you have it.
REASONS BEHIND
There is a reason behind each
and every question asked in the
1970 census. What kind of nation
do we want? What kind of communities do we want? How well
are we achieving our goals?

Grape Boycott
Support Strike
Set for Saturday

a job
you never thought of
in a company
you never heard of...
may have
everything you’ve dreamed of.
CSCSPA
*4

FOR
FURTHER
INFORMATION
SEE

5011

The Associated Students of SJS in conjunction with CSCSPA is offering RECON,
a computer selection service, free to students. All interested should pick up questionaires in the ASB office in the Student Union, 315 So. 9th St. by Dec. 20. 1968.
This is your personal profile designed to help you find the perfect job.
Through the use of a national data bank, we’ll find you that job in
Government
Business/Industry
Teaching
Because of the great need for college-trained manpower, RECON is able
to offer this service with many advantages to the student.
Companies pey for the system thru their recruiting budget
IT’S FREE TO YOU.
The questionaire is CONFIDENTIAL
leased.

only your resume is re-

Receive NATION-WIDE SCOPE
jobs that may be perfect for you.

will not be overlooking

you

EMPLOYERS CONTACT YOU, and you select those companies
that interest you.
It DOES NOT RESTRICT YOU from using any and all other means

of job finding.

’71

Thursday, December 19, 1968

1-SPARTAN DAILY

Art Cleaners

Spartaguide

tiNEOS

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

Moonlight Ray Cruise. Live music
Tri-C, Third and San by the "Enchiinters." 83.50 per
7.30 p.m.. College Memorial Chap- Antonio Streets, 9:45 a.m. -- person. Purchase tickets at Stuinorning seminar: "Bible Study in dent Affairs Office, Bldg. R.
’ el. Meeting.
- evening pro- JAN. 7
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MH233 Depth." 5:45 p.m.
gram: Musical production.
Meeting.
Seminar un Violence, 12:30 p.m.,
Theology Workshop, 7:30 p.m. JAN. 4
Cafeteria A and 13. Dr. Robin
Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St.
Spartan Orrtucci, 10 p.m., Fish- Brooks, assistant professor of hisGroup to hear and share thought:. erman’s Wharf, San Francisco. tory, is the speaker.
on tvio short stories by Tolkien.
Program,
Scholar-In-Reeldence
10:30 a.m., Allen Hall Lounge.
Problems of Identity Seminar.
Arab-Amerlean Club, 6 pm., Cafeteria. A and B. Dr. James W.
Pratt, associate professor of politANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner
ical science, will speak on "U.S.
Foreign Polisy in tlie Micidle East."
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m..
S164. "BLIVIZD TBDXA."
PHONE 293-7500
MASC, 7 p.m., Newman Center,
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
79 S. Fifth St. Important meeting.
SAN JOSE
TOMORROW
The NIIIIdiM Students Association, 12:30 p.m., LN201. Fiiday
.

One Day Service

.0,1*

sweaters &

Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

"Il’ork of .4 re’

SPARTAN

TRI-C

DAY. DECEMBER 22, 1968
MORNING SENIINAR
1...11.
Refre,lintentA Served
In-Depth Bible Study
ENING FORUM
5:45 P.M. Christmas ’Musicale
ILDING. THIRD & SAN ANTDN
BOTH AT TI11-0:
-- CHIII,TMAS SING
9:1111
;;:
Lau,. 1 atuidlitIl
sofSl

Ja5RoCHRISTMAS GIFT

SWEATER SALE
50% OFF!
TURTLENECKS
Our complete stock of long
sleeve turtleneck pullovers including Flat Knits, /Sulkies &

European Fisherman Knits.
12.95
16.95
24.95

NOW 6.46
Now 8.46
Now 12.46

CREW NECKS .V-NECKS
Oubtanding values in all wool
Shetlands, Cable Knits. Hand
Knits. Limited tune only.
NOW 50% off.
14.95
19.95

SUNDAY
TODAY
Chritxtlan Science Organization, spartan

Now 7.46
Now 9.96

18.95
22.95
27.50

35
RIM MIT
CARDS WELCOME

ro,:coUNT

Now 9.46
Now 11.46
NOw 13.75

Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

SATURDAY
The Muslim Students Association, 8 a.m., 6.31 S. 10th St. Apt.
9. Meeting to attend EID prayers

in San Francisco.
- - LEATHER - SUEDE - FUR
ANCIENT & USED
JACKETS & COATS

2000 of them

52 to $19

PEGGY
IMPORTS
"the grooviest store
in the whole world"
159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
’/2 block below
City Lites Bookstore
DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 981-5176

XEROX’ COPIES
Special Quantity Discounts
No Wolfing
Copies Anything Printed

RENT
I student rates I

UGH

AT SATHER GATE

MEWS SHOPS

70.1927

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.

295-6765

The Story Of Three Consenting Adults
In. The Priva,cy Of Their Own Home...
Palomar Pictures International presents
an Associates and Aldrich Production

A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Japanese and American StuI dents Association, 11:30 a.m., Cafeteria. Final wrap-up of Tokyo
Night and planning for future.

Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental-purchas
Free delivery

125 SOUTH FOURTH ST.

College Discussion Group

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

ON ALL MERCHANDISE

ljNIVI./15ITY

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus

Professional Pharmacists

ROOMS AVAILABLE for 2nd sem. In SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experipleasant boarding house. Meals served, enced Is Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
cam mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104
condition. Head set and patch cords priv. bath. kit. priv. 2 blks. from 9628.
295
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per included. Oniy $100. Call Rutherford pus A’ter 2 30 Call Debbi,:
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located et
year for merrier). good students. Alsoi 295-9898.
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Amos
excellent savings for single men over SHEEP SKIN COATS. Suede exterior,
!OUND 161 .
I.r.ST
Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
from
244.9600.
Campbell
George
2t. Call
new, various colors from $45. Call 379Have work for part.time janitor. HairCLASSICAL GUITAR instruction. Robert 9059 eves. & wkends.
All work done exclusively
cuts
$1.00,
yr.
REWARD!
DOG:
LOST
Brandon. Call 287-5161.
2 POIDAILE 2 STANDARD Typewriters. herd Husky. Beige in color. Answers to by students. Visit the new SAN JO%
JET FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
BARBER
COLLEGE.
Courteous, effecCall
new.
port.
297-9597.
2
reconditioned,
or
Stan.
2
’Cannabis." Call 286-9746
tive service, the ultra-modern Barber
Oakland/London/Oakland - June 19- John at 272-2046 after 6.
ring w/Aziec head College.
mans
Lg.
FOUND:
latest
techniques.
The
reach
Angeles/AmsterSept. 6 - $285. Los
found in Education Bldg. Lay. Call 294- the College, go west on SantaToClare.
dom/Los Angelis - June 22 -Sept 13
FIEL, WANTED l 1
6414. ext. 2097.
$285.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fest,
LOST DOG: German Shepherd w/red Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Boehm
40 ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
Girl for *c- collar.
by the Phone 244-6581.
Answers
White.
&
Black
Arnsterdam-London-Athens-Lisbon-Yugo- WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
nighttime baby sitting. South name of Bacon." Call 297-9976.
slavia-Japan. For information: VIC Club ession&
TV’s FOR RENT. Special Student rates.
(213) 877-2271 or write 12735 Kling San Jose. After 4:10 call 264.0821.
$8.00 and $9.00 per month. Call 37791604.
Calif.
DANCER WANTED for Bachelor Party.
Street. Studio City,
2935.
(7)
PERSONALS
S.C.O.O.T, Memberships now open to $3.50 per hour. Call 287-5928.
Qualifying sport car owners. Call 269- SCULPTOR WANTED to do bust portS GOD’S PLAN FOR YOU/
TRANSPORTATION I
1425.
trait in store or plaster. Must have work WHAT
Dial Peace of Mind, 294-3333, day or
SKIERS! S. Tahoe apt. sleeps 5. $60/ to show. 292-7644 afternoons.
invited.
Questions
night.
RIDE WANTED TO MIDWEST! Go;ni
wk. 6 blks to Stateline, 1/2 mi. to SENIOR PSYCH MAJOR wants cood
STEPHEN H. CARTNELL your mail is to \ff sc. for Xmas, will accept ride to
Heaven’y. M -S, 295-1154.
bet. 18-24 to accompany him to Wildest at 148 S. 1 1th St. Contact Jerry Tal- any neer state. Call 295-3407.
CAR RALLY - Dec. 21. $3.50 w/ASB New Year Party in Santa Clara County.
burt 297.9976.
card. H.S.O.S.C.’s. "Any Port in a Call Dave 287-4079.
Storm" Start Bonanza Home Center.
TO DENNIS CREEP & TIM CRUD
done
Art
or
have
STUDENTS
who
ANY
Bascom & Hamilton. 6:00.8:30.
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
construction
the
work
on
Photography
JEANNEY & KATHY.
Tickets
CRUISE.
MOONLIGHT BAY
of the new College Union please con
avail. at Student Affairs Office. $3.50
Amber: 294-6414 ext. 2763. #170: It is rumored that Santa is alive
tact
Gale
t.er person. Jan. 4.
and well in Los Gatos. Merry ChristSOUND OF SITAR. India Association
mas! Susie Cream Cheese.
HOUSING
presenting on Jan. 11, 1968 at 8 p.m.
MERRY CHRISTMAS PiKA from your
Concert hall. Call 287-3930 for info.
TAPE RECORDER, ROBERTS 1630 3
spo., 4 track stereo. 2 yrs old, Excl.

t

AN1/01.0iCEMENT

10c each
CARDIGANS
Our complete stock of fine
cardigan sweaters at 50% off
during VAUGHN’s Christmas
Gift Sweater Sale.

Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

Moderne Drug Co.

’prayer meeting.

VAUGHN

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

AUTOMOTIVE 121

car that
Ralph Williams could never talk fast
imough about or Jim Wessman could
-ever climb enough ladders about can
now be your very own. It’s a car that
is truly a living legend. It vibrates of
history, passing through level upon
level of ego consciousness, moves with
caution and one of the few possessions
you’ll be proud to be part of. Be the
first & only person on your block to
get the 1958 VW (Virtually Wayout)
$175. A real trip awaits. 297-9597.
’67 SPRITE $1400/best offer. Blue w/
tonneau, R/H. 17,000 miles. Excellent
condition. Call 292-0475.
HONDA CB 450. 1968. Less than 2000
miles. $1,000: $150 to me. $850 owed.
Steve 294-1584 after 5 p.m.
’59 MGA. Runs good, needs body work.
$250. Call 286.2931.
’67 INV FASTRACK. Blue w.sunroof.
Good condition. Call 298.3299 after
LET IT NOW BE KNOWNI a

4 p.m.
’67 SAAB,

Very low miles, oil injection
deluxe interior. must sell, make offer.
295-6845 after 6.
’56 FORD. CLEAN & runs good. $125.
See at 1165 Francisco Ave. *2.
1965 SUZUKI 150cc. $150. Phone 2874968 or 633 S. 8th #1.
1965 HONDA 250 Scrambler. Super
condition. $375. Call 293-2172.
’62 SPRITE $850/offer. Trouble free
engine anri trans. Two tops, tonneau.

MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING Little Sisters.
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen & WILL MARSHA
???, the
maid service. On campus 237 E. San senior psychology major. please stop by
Fernando off 122 N. Ph. $26.50/wk. at the flower stand on Moorpark Ave.
293-6345.
EXTRA NICE, LARGE ROOMS for rent.
SERVICES (8)
Kitchen Priv. Private home. Single $45/

mo. Double $60/mo. Girls only, Privacy
parking. 8 min from campus. C.all
259-9519.
MALE ROOMMATE over 21 needed to
share lo. 2 bdrm. apt. with pool. Priv.
rrn. 1298 Tripp Ave. #17. Call 2870655 after 4 p.m.
2 MALE STUDENTS to share home.
Photo dark room. For spring semester.
Near city bus. 269-5747.
2 BDRM APT. Furnished, all electric.
garbage disposal. Avail now. Call 295763.
GIRLS! 2 bdrm. modem. furn. apt. 1/2
block to SJS. 11/2 baths. 292.1327.
NEED 3 GIRLS. Co-ed house, roomy,
kitchen. TV. $42/mo. at 596 S. 10th or
call 293-9877 after 5 p.m.
NOW RENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrm.
Nicely furnished. shag rugs, pool, rec.
room. 470 S. 1 1th #I. 287-7590.

CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged. married,
shanng water. George Larimore. Old

Town, Los Gatos. 354-8804.

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
No contract. Call 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Cell 371-0395. Son Jose.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 243.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
EXPERIENCED

TYPIST.

papers, etc. Call 258-4335.

Thesis,

term

FAST. EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type

styles. 948.1781.
- THESIS, term papers, etc
experienced & fast. Phone 259-8674.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

TYPING

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
L---

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

Very good tires. 291.1634 after 6 p.m.

MWF

,Ok ’ALE (3/

9:30-11:30

U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Pea coats, Field
jackets. Bell bottom pants, leather &
suede jackets. camping supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS - lace & velvet good
ies. JACK’S & PAT’S, 3rd Hand Store.
375 E. Hedding St. Behveen 8th &
9th St. Free Parking. Open Sat. &
Sun. Closed Mondays.
BIKE. 10 spd. Raleigh, lg. 25 in. men’s
frame with lock and book rack. Almost
new. $70. Auto bumper bike rack, carry
2 bikes on any bumper. $15. Slide rule,
relay duplex with leath. case $15. Phone

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan

241-3068.
FOR SALE: HEAD Master Skis. 210 cm.
Ex. cond. Nevada toe, Grand prix heel,
$95. Call Mark at 253-8348 or 296.1224
DACHSHUND PUPPIES for sale. Ideal

Phone

294-6414. Ext. 2445

for Christmas gift. 5 wks. old. Call 2517014.

WOOD LATHE $15. Radial drill press
$37 50. Both are new. 60 E. San Fernando. Phone 292-0409.
SONY TC-200 Portable Tape Recorder.

Killing
oiSister
ueorge"

FOUND OUT’ I’M HIS TkfZIVI PAPER!"

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day
1 lines

4 lines
V linis
6 linos

The Holiday Enlertainnirnl!
LOS ANGELES
The Now Fox Theatre, Hollywood
NEW YORK

and Wilcox

The Beekman Theatre, eSth Street end 2nd Avenue
The Orleans Theatre, Broadway and 47th Street

Inn

I 11

111415 A:GRADUATE’ 1Z.E9E-AR.C4-l’A5515TANr --I

Almost new for $160. Call 354.2458.

.,;:The

Add this
amount for
IMO addl.
Bona! line

One day

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.-60JO

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
.50

Three days

Four days

2.25
2.40
-1:7-5-- ---1-.913.25
-3.40
3.75
3.90
.50

JUST’

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

.50

Five days

2.50

-Thir
3.50
4.00
.50

Print Name
Address

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Personals (7)
0 Help Wangd (4)
)
0 Services (8)
Li Housing

0 Announcements (1)
Cr2 Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (IN

Daily

Classifieds.

For
Enclosed Is $

Phone
City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE, SAN 10SE, CALIF.
95114
0 haat and Found (6) 0 Tronsportetion (9)
Plane anew 2 days after placing ler ad le ’ppm
-....----------- ----- ----------------------- ------ -------..-

---

